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Executive Summary 94 

The NorthernGrid 2020-2021 Regional Transmission Plan was developed per the Study Scope that 95 
outlines the NorthernGrid 2020-2021 regional planning process, as required under FERC Orders No. 96 
890 and 1000, in accordance with each Enrolled Party’s11 Open Access Transmission Tariff (OATT) 97 
Attachment K – Regional Planning Process and Northern Grid Planning Agreement, and the results 98 
are presented in this report.  The objective of the planning process is to identify the projects that 99 
either cost-effectively or efficiently meet the needs of the NorthernGrid members in a 10-year 100 
future. 101 

The process started with a data submittal of needs from each of the Members.  For a 10-year future, 102 
each Member submitted their forecasted load, expected resource additions or retirements, public 103 
policy requirements, and expected transmission topology.  All this information was then assimilated 104 
into the 2030 WECC Anchor Data Set (ADS).  From that base case, a production cost model (PCM) 105 
analysis was performed to identify the stress conditions of interest for the NorthernGrid footprint.  106 
The stress conditions were selected to represent typical or expected operating conditions for the 107 
NorthernGrid footprint.  Weather conditions have a large impact on system load.  More megawatts 108 
are consumed on a hot summer day than on a cool autumn day due to things like industrial cooling 109 
loads.  Similarly, more megawatts are consumed on a cold winter day than on a warm spring day 110 
due to keeping homes and businesses warm.  Both summer and winter loading conditions were 111 
selected to capture these seasonal loading conditions.  There is enough proposed wind generation in 112 
Wyoming to have a potential impact on the reliability of the NorthernGrid footprint; because of this, 113 
an hour representing high output from Wyoming wind resources was selected.  Needs were also 114 
identified across southern Idaho, so a high Idaho to Northwest Path (west to east) case and Borah 115 
West (east to west) case were developed. Altogether, eight stress conditions for the NorthernGrid 116 
footprint were identified.  117 

The results of the contingency analyses from those eight respective base cases formed the 118 
foundation for the selection of projects in the Regional Transmission Plan. Contingencies were 119 
submitted by the Members and focused on 230 kV and above electrical facilities.  In general, the 120 
outage of facilities 100 kV and below do not significantly impact the reliability of the NorthernGrid 121 
transmission system.  The NorthernGrid footprint along with adjacent neighboring regions were 122 
monitored.   123 

The base cases contained all planned regional member projects.  To identify the set of projects for 124 
the Regional Transmission Plan, portions of the planned regional projects were removed from the 125 
base cases to ascertain if a subset of the proposed regional projects would meet the needs of the 126 
transmission system more cost-effectively or efficiently than the entire set.   127 

 
1 Definition of Enrolled Party from the NorthWestern Energy OATT:  Enrolled Party means a Person that has 
satisfied the eligibility requirements set forth in Section 4.2.1 of this Attachment K and completed the process set 
forth in Section 4.2.2 of this Attachment K to become enrolled in NorthernGrid.  Enrolled Parties is a collective 
reference to each Enrolled Party. 
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Consideration was also given to the interregional and non-incumbent regional projects that were 128 
submitted.  The interregional projects and non-incumbent regional projects were first analyzed to 129 
determine if, without the addition of the proposed regional projects, they would meet the needs of 130 
the NorthernGrid footprint reliably.  Further scrutiny was given to the interregional and non-131 
incumbent regional projects to analyze their interplay with select regional projects if the 132 
interregional or non-incumbent regional project alone resulted in reliability violations.  133 

Three developers, TransCanyon LLC, Great Basin Transmission, LLC, and PowerBridge met the 134 
criteria to be classified as Qualified Developers for this planning cycle.  Ultimately, cost allocation 135 
analysis was not required as none of the interregional or non-incumbent regional projects were 136 
selected into the Regional Transmission Plan. 137 
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 138 

 139 
Figure 1:  Regional Transmission Plan, regional combination {03}2 140 

Figure 1 above provides a simplistic depiction of the regional projects that make up the Regional 141 
Transmission Plan.  The Regional Transmission Plan projects were determined to be the most efficient 142 
solution to the NorthernGrid region given the parameters that were analyzed.  The upgrades through 143 
the Cedar Hill bus increase the capacity of the transmission system between Populus and Hemingway 144 
and were determined to be the most-efficient solution for the transmission system as they resulted in 145 
the fewest violations.   The addition of the non-incumbent regional projects did reduce the reliability 146 
violations in the immediate vicinity of the respective projects.  While this finding is promising, the cost of 147 
the projects did not justify adding them into the Regional Transmission Plan.  Similarly, the interregional 148 
projects did not result in sufficient improvement of the transmission system to warrant including them 149 
in the Regional Transmission Plan.       150 

 
2 This report adopts the common industry nomenclature that refers to facilities built to 525 kV 
specifications as “500 kV”.  
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Regional Planning Development 183 

The Regional Transmission Plan is the result of the work performed as outlined in the study scope for 184 
the NorthernGrid 2020-2021 regional transmission planning process.  Regional Planning is required 185 
under FERC Orders No. 890 and 1000 and was executed in accordance with each Enrolled Party’s Open 186 
Access Tariff Attachment K – Regional Planning Process and NorthernGrid Planning Agreement.   The 187 
production of a Regional Transmission Plan satisfies FERC Order 1000 requirements for each region to 188 
produce a plan.  To develop the Plan, the NorthernGrid members established the Baseline Projects which 189 
were then evaluated for inclusion in the final Regional Transmission Plan.  NorthernGrid used power flow 190 
contingency analysis to assess which projects could best meet system reliability performance 191 
requirements and transmission needs for the NorthernGrid footprint in a 10-year future. Enrolled Parties 192 
submitted updated Load and Resource information which was incorporated into the study effort.  There 193 
were no Material Adverse Impacts noted for any of the solutions considered. 194 

The regional planning process is designed to be a “bottom up” approach in that it begins with a 195 
compilation of the Members’ local area plans which allows the planning emphasis to shift from the local 196 
to the regional footprint.  The Transmission Providers, in conjunction with participation from 197 
stakeholders, public service commissions, and interested parties have developed local area plans that 198 
meet the regulatory requirements for their respective areas.  The projects that have been identified in 199 
the local area planning process are assumed to be in service for the regional planning effort.   200 

This regional planning process is intended to focus on those projects that are of “regional significance”.  201 
“Regional significance” is not a defined term; rather, it is used to describe those projects whose 202 
presence, or lack thereof, would influence the overall reliability of the NorthernGrid footprint.  A local 203 
project may improve the ability to serve native load or decrease the number of unplanned outages for a 204 
specified subsystem but typically is not going to influence larger transmission paths.  However, a project 205 
that is more regional in nature may both increase the ability to serve native load as well as influence a 206 
larger transmission path.   207 

NorthernGrid Overview 208 

The NorthernGrid is composed of Avista (AVA), Bonneville Power Administration (BPA), Chelan PUD 209 
(CHPD), Grant County PUD (GCPD), Idaho Power Company (IPC), BHE U.S. Transmission as the owner of 210 
the Montana Alberta Tie Line (MATL), NorthWestern Energy (NWMT), PacifiCorp East and West (PACE 211 
and PACW), Portland General Electric (PGE), Puget Sound Energy (PSE), Seattle City Light (SCL), 212 
Snohomish PUD (SNPD), Tacoma Power (TPWR). The member Balancing Authority Areas are illustrated 213 
in Figure 2 below. 214 
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Figure 2:  NorthernGrid footprint 216 

Figure 2 shows the NorthernGrid footprint. For the purposes of the regional transmission plan data 217 
analysis and study case development, the NorthernGrid MPC divided the study area into the Pacific 218 
Northwest (NG-PNW) and Intermountain states (NG-IM) areas as shown by the brown line in Figure 2 219 
above.  The NorthernGrid footprint is a large, geographically diverse region that combines the needs of 220 
two previously separate regions.  Some portions of the region may experience peak loading in the 221 
summer whereas other portions may experience peak loading in the winter.  The Study Scope was 222 
developed to incorporate the ability to keep the region separated, should the results indicate that a 223 
separation is indeed useful.  During the analysis, it was found that the separation of the NorthernGrid 224 
footprint was not needed.  The brown line has been kept in this figure to help maintain consistency with 225 
the Study Scope and will not be specifically referenced hereafter. 226 

Planning Development 227 
The intent of FERC Order No. 1000 is to improve the regional planning process and identify 228 
opportunities for any transmission developer, incumbent or non-incumbent, to coordinate and develop 229 
solutions that are both beneficial to the developer as well as the region to which that developer 230 
interconnects.  Given proper coordination and communication, only the necessary facilities would get 231 
identified, and those facilities become the RTP.  The RTP is not a construction plan and the Members 232 
have no obligation to build the facilities identified in the RTP.   233 

There are many factors that get considered in a long-term planning process.  Utilities are charged with 234 
maintaining the reliability of the transmission system as well as ensuring there are sufficient resources 235 
and/or transmission service arrangements to serve their respective loads.    FERC No. 890 and No. 1000 236 
mandate long-term, coordinated planning at both the local and regional levels.  North American Electric 237 
Reliability Corporation (NERC) planning standard TPL 001-4 provides criteria for performing contingency 238 
analysis on facilities 100 kV and above and is used in the FERC planning process.    239 
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Integrated resource planning is a complex process that each utility undertakes to identify and meet its 240 
respective generation portfolio needs.  Resource planning may contemplate market-driven transmission 241 
sales, public policy requirements and/or considerations, environmental impacts, corporate business 242 
goals, resource adequacy, and/or any other slew of topics that consider or influence the relationship 243 
between the consumer and the utility.   244 

The timelines for resource and reliability planning are not one and the same; each follows its own cycle 245 
according to its respective requirements.  The timeline for reliability planning is prescribed, cyclical, and 246 
regular:  in January of every even-numbered year, a twenty-four-month cycle is initiated for the 247 
purposes of producing a regional transmission plan by the end of December in every odd-numbered 248 
year.  This twenty-four-month cycle is listed in the open access transmission tariffs of all the FERC-249 
jurisdictional utilities and is specified in the Member Planning Committee agreement for those non-250 
FERC-jurisdictional utilities that are members of the NorthernGrid planning process.   251 

The cycle for resource planning is not necessarily “universal” in that all utilities adhere to the same 252 
schedule; the timelines for resource planning are not as prescribed or regular and may be dependent on 253 
external factors such as changes to public policy.  Resource planning cycles that initiate at or near the 254 
beginning of a transmission planning cycle or make a shift during the two-year transmission planning 255 
cycle may not necessarily get reflected in the current transmission planning cycle.  Once a new resource 256 
need is identified, utilities not only need to identify the public policy-driven resource need for their 257 
system, they also have to start an open and transparent bidding process to notify all of their need for 258 
resources.  There are many mechanisms that drive the need for resource procurement; a change to 259 
public policy requirements is a simple example that illustrates the inherent complexity in any given 260 
resource procurement process.      261 

There is a relationship between resource planning and reliability planning.  Once the results of the 262 
resource bid are known, the reliability analysis needed to incorporate the results of the resource bid can 263 
begin.  Transmission models can then be updated to analyze the impacts of the resources identified in 264 
the resource procurement process. 265 

Because of all the intricacies involved in a resource procurement process, from the identification of the 266 
resource through to the identification of the transmission facilities needed to support the output of the 267 
selected resource, there is the opportunity that resources that are identified in a resource procurement 268 
process are not necessarily reflected in the current regional planning study.   269 

Annually, the member utilities each compile their collective needs into the form of a Loads and 270 
Resources data submittal which gets submitted to Western Electric Coordinating Council (WECC) as part 271 
of WECC’s base case building process.   NorthernGrid uses those WECC base cases in the planning 272 
process. 273 

 274 
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Study Process 275 

Study Scope 276 

The objective of the transmission planning study is to produce the NorthernGrid Regional Transmission 277 
Plan, through the evaluation and selection of regional and interregional projects that effectively satisfies 278 
all the transmission needs within the NorthernGrid region. The regional needs were sourced from 279 
member data submissions, including load forecasts, resource additions and retirements, projected 280 
transmission, and public policy requirements. The Study Scope in its entirety is provided in Appendix B:  281 
Study Scope. 282 

Study Methodology and Criteria 283 

To assess the 2030 loads and resources anticipated for the NorthernGrid footprint, a combination of 284 
power flow and production cost model techniques were used.  A WECC base case was then put through 285 
a production cost modeling effort to identify stressed conditions on the NorthernGrid footprint based on 286 
the economic dispatch of planned resources.  The stressed conditions were translated into base cases 287 
which became the basis for the analysis effort.  The selected base cases were run through a contingency 288 
analysis using member-supplied contingencies.  All contingencies were categorized per the NERC 289 
transmission planning criteria document, “TPL-001-4”.  The NorthernGrid footprint as well as immediate 290 
neighboring regions were monitored.  The analysis of the contingency results accounted for any area-291 
specific member utility criteria, otherwise, NERC TPL-001-4 criteria was used. 292 

Loads and Resources 293 

Members submitted Loads and Resources data along with their current transmission plans in the first 294 
quarter; this data was consolidated and used to develop the Study Scope.  The needs of the 295 
NorthernGrid footprint were identified through these submittals.   No Loads and Resources data 296 
updates were submitted in the fifth quarter.  All loads and resources characteristics are captured in the 297 
Study Scope which is available in Appendix B:  Study Scope. 298 

Base Case Development 299 

The WECC 2030 Anchor Data Set (ADS) seed case was used as the starting point to produce the base 300 
cases used in the reliability analysis. The Anchor Data Set seed case was put through a production cost 301 
modeling effort to identify the stressed conditions of interest for the NorthernGrid footprint from 8760 302 
potential hourly conditions.  These operating conditions were created through modeling the economic 303 
dispatch of the resources combined with the expected loading conditions for the time of year and for 304 
each of the 8760 hours in a year.  These models account for seasonal variations in load and resource 305 
availability.  For example, base cases representing spring conditions will reflect more availability of 306 
hydro generation than do the base cases that represent fall conditions.  The NorthernGrid Planning 307 
Committee discussed the conditions of interest and ultimately selected eight hours to model and study 308 
the regional transmission system. These eight hours were selected to represent known or expected 309 
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operating conditions for the NorthernGrid footprint and are identified in Table 1. Members reviewed 310 
these cases and provided additional tuning and adjustments as appropriate for each scenario.   311 

In the process of developing and selecting the stressed dispatch conditions, it was found that there are 312 
opportunities for improving the ADS.  NorthernGrid worked closely with WECC to provide a list of topics 313 
where the ADS could be improved and WECC is actively working through those issues.  An example of 314 
where the ADS could be improved is in the weather data that is being used:  the data is based on years-315 
old data and does not necessarily reflect current weather data.  Another example is that of a resource 316 
being placed on a bus with insufficient capacity in which case that resource may cause violations in the 317 
base case.  WECC is considering how to improve the model building process for the ADS with 318 
consideration given to those provided topics.   All topics are provided in Appendix H:  Complete list of all 319 
ADS opportunities supplied to WECC.     320 

The hours were selected for known or expected “stresses” on the NorthernGrid footprint.  The 321 
NorthernGrid footprint spans a wide geographic area; because of this, heavy conditions for both 322 
summer and winter were selected.  There is enough proposed wind generation in Wyoming to have a 323 
potential impact on the reliability of the NorthernGrid footprint; because of this, an hour representing 324 
high output from Wyoming wind resources was selected.  Needs were also identified across southern 325 
Idaho, so a high Idaho to Northwest (west to east) case and Borah West (east to west) case were 326 
developed. The NorthernGrid Planning Committee voted on, and approved, the study hours identified in 327 
Table 1.      328 

 329 

 330 

 331 

 332 

Table 1:  Base Case Stress Conditions; Appendix G also shows the Path Flows 333 

Condition Date Hour 
Ending, 

Pacific time 

NorthernGrid 
Generation 

(MW) 

NorthernGrid 
Load (MW) 

NorthernGrid region summer peak load  July 30 16:00 45781 42111 

NorthernGrid region winter peak load December 10 19:00 45981 43603 

High Wyoming Wind February 1 1:00 34174 30261 

High Idaho to Northwest path [west to east]   July 20 17:00 45175 38256 

High Borah West path [east to west] September 29 1:00 27760 21634 

High COI path [south to north]  March 10 15:00 26046 28812 

High West of Cascades paths [east to west]  April 3 11:00 36812 34705 

High COI and PDCI paths with high hydro [north 
to south]  

June 4 18:00 45447 34855 
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 334 

Figure 3:  Paths of interest to the NorthernGrid footprint 335 

Figure 3 above is a visual complement to Table 1 and allows for identification of the four WECC paths of 336 
most interest to the NorthernGrid footprint for purposes of stressing the transmission system.  Not all 337 
WECC paths relating to NorthernGrid are displayed, only those that are particularly useful in describing 338 
the flow patterns on the NorthernGrid transmission system for the different stressed conditions.  The 339 
California-Oregon Intertie (COI) is needed for inter-regional transfers between the California 340 
Independent System Operator (CAISO) and NorthernGrid.  West of Cascades, Idaho to the Northwest, 341 
and Borah West are all crucial to the reliability of the NorthernGrid footprint. 342 

Contingencies and Criteria 343 

Contingency analysis is the modeling of systematically removing specified pieces of equipment from 344 
service and measuring the resulting impact to the transmission system.   345 

Thermal overloads occur when the power flowing through a piece of equipment exceeds the capability 346 
of the equipment which causes heat to build up; excess heat occurs which can then damage the 347 
equipment.  Typically, a thermal overload results from the loss of a transmission line or transformer. 348 
Operationally, there are multiple ways to mitigate thermal overloads.  For example, remedial action 349 
schemes are designed to respond to specific events on the transmission system to help preserve 350 
reliability and load service; these actions are programmed and the outcomes to the transmission are 351 
expected.  Generators may be programmed to reduce their output in response to specific changes on 352 
the transmission system.  These operational mitigation actions decrease the loading on the overloaded 353 
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equipment by either reducing the power or redirecting the power to pieces of equipment with larger 354 
capabilities.   355 

Voltage excursions occur when the reactive support of the transmission system changes, as can happen 356 
during the loss of a piece of equipment.  Voltage excursions can be high or low, either of which causes 357 
undue stress on the equipment experiencing the excursion.  Due to the interplay of all the pieces of 358 
equipment in a transmission system, the loss of any piece of equipment has the potential to cause a 359 
voltage excursion on the transmission system.  Voltage excursions can be mitigated automatically 360 
through switching schemes on capacitor and/or reactor banks.  Inserting capacitor banks acts to 361 
increase the voltage and inserting reactor banks acts to reduce the voltage. These switching sequences 362 
do not add further stress or burden to the transmission system as they compensate for the reactive 363 
need on the transmission system.   364 

NorthernGrid Members submitted regionally significant contingencies used in the analysis for the 365 
development of the Plan.  Contingencies on major WECC Paths relevant to the NorthernGrid footprint as 366 
well as contingencies on pieces of equipment in the 200 kV and above voltage classes were the primary 367 
focus.  These regionally significant contingencies were selected for their criticality to the NorthernGrid 368 
footprint.  The contingencies were categorized using Table 1 from NERC TPL-001-4.  The post-369 
contingency system analysis was performed using applicable NERC and WECC criteria while accounting 370 
for any member provided thermal or voltage criteria.   371 

The NorthernGrid footprint as well as neighboring regions were monitored during the contingency 372 
analysis to determine if any negative impacts occur to the reliability of the transmission system due to 373 
the introduction of the regional projects.  If negative impacts to the transmission system of neighboring 374 
regions could not be mitigated through operational changes for any regional combination, coordination 375 
would have to occur to identify the appropriate mitigation and the costs of that mitigation would be 376 
added to the cost of the regional project.  No negative contingency results were observed in the 377 
neighboring regions and as such no Material Adverse Impacts were identified for any of the 378 
combinations considered. 379 

Selection of Projects 380 

The objective of the regional transmission analysis is to identify a set of transmission projects that cost-381 
effectively or efficiently meet the transmission service and reliability needs of the NorthernGrid 382 
footprint ten years in the future.  To accomplish this goal, NorthernGrid started with base cases that 383 
include member planned future regional projects modeled as “in-service”, as displayed below in Figure 384 
4.  Planned future regional projects is an undefined term that generally refers to transmission projects 385 
that have been identified and possibly funded, but are typically not yet in construction.  Collectively, 386 
these regional projects comprise the Baseline Member Projects, or the “BLMP”.  Sensitivity cases based 387 
on combinations of various regional project components being systematically removed from the BLMP 388 
cases created a set of Regional Combination cases to test against the performance of the BLMP cases.  389 
While the BLMP includes the highest number of regional projects, the analysis will evaluate whether a 390 
subset of the BLMP may cost-effectively or efficiently meet the needs of the NorthernGrid footprint 391 
while maintaining system reliability. 392 
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 393 
Figure 4:  “Stick figure” representation of the BLMP, a red “X” denotes an element that is NOT a part of the BLMP 394 

The displayed connection between Robinson 500 kV and Harry Allen 500 kV is related to the SWIP North 395 
project and not indicative of existing facilities.  396 
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 397 

Figure 5:  NorthernGrid geographical overlay with all Regional, Interregional, and Non-Incumbent Regional projects displayed 398 

Figure 4 and Figure 5 provide a visual demonstration of all of the projects that have been submitted for 399 
consideration in the Regional Transmission Plan.  In the top left-hand corner of Figure 4, a table is 400 
displayed to show which projects are included in the BLMP. The blue “stick figure” diagram on the left is 401 
the visual representation of the projects and each segment has a corresponding geographically aligned 402 
element depicted on Figure 5.  This figure is not demonstrative of the entire set of upgrades associated 403 
with any main portion of the regional combinations, rather it is intended to help the reader understand 404 
in general the topology of interest.  Boardman is listed as the terminating point of the Boardman to 405 
Hemingway project to help preserve continuity with the naming convention; in actuality, the project 406 
terminates at Longhorn.  Visual Aides for all the combinations can be found in Appendix E. 407 

After the contingencies were run, the raw counts of violations were ranked using weighting criteria 408 
developed by the NorthernGrid Member Planning Committee.  The rankings give less weight to those 409 
contingency categories that either have system adjustments available, can be addressed locally – such 410 
as reconfiguring a station to avoid a breaker failure issue, or have been determined to be less likely to 411 
occur. The results were further ranked by voltage class and severity of the violation; Appendix C:  412 
Rankings lists the full complement of ranking factors used. 413 
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The selection of the regional projects in the Plan is determined by the combination of projects that 414 
results in a transmission system that most cost-effectively or efficiently exceeds the reliability 415 
performance of the other possible combinations of submitted projects. 416 

Regional Projects 417 

The following projects were submitted by the Members and are identified as having the potential to 418 
impact the reliability of the NorthernGrid region. 419 

 420 

Figure 6:  NorthernGrid footprint with regional project overlay.  Proposed 345 kV and 500 kV facilities are displayed. 421 

Antelope to Goshen 345 kV Transmission Line  422 

The transmission facilities submitted to NorthernGrid for modeling the UAMPS generation addition near 423 
Antelope substation are preliminary in nature as detailed technical studies have not been completed. 424 
One of the keys assumptions to the single 345 kV line addition between Antelope and Goshen is that 425 
UAMPS has indicated that the proposed generation can be tripped for outage of the Antelope – Goshen 426 
345 kV line. The Antelope to Goshen 345 kV line was selected into the Northern Tier transmission plan 427 
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for the 2018-2019 cycle.  The Technical Subcommittee determined that the Antelope to Goshen line 428 
should be included in all models as “in-service”. 429 

Boardman to Hemingway Transmission Line Project (B2H) 430 

Boardman to Hemingway 500 kV line, Hemingway to Bowmont and Bowmont to Hubbard 230 kV lines. 431 
This includes two sections of series compensation. The Oregon end of the line was terminated at the 432 
Longhorn station, which is near the town of Boardman, Oregon.  While Figure 5 does not visually display 433 
the 230 kV facilities associated with the B2H project, the 230 kV facilities are included in the model for 434 
B2H as they are needed to integrate B2H into Idaho Power’s system.  The B2H project was selected into 435 
the Northern Tier Transmission Plan for the 2018-2019 cycle. 436 

Gateway South Transmission Project  437 

Aeolus to Clover 500 kV Line. Based on guidance from PacifiCorp, the Windstar-Shirley Basin 230 kV line 438 
(part of Gateway West) has the same in-service date as the Aeolus-Clover project for simplicity.  The 439 
Gateway South transmission project was selected into the Northern Tier Transmission Plan for the 2018-440 
2019 cycle. 441 

Gateway West Transmission Project  442 

A suite of four project segments were evaluated for Gateway West. These are: 443 

1. Populus-Cedar Hill-Hemingway 500 kV 444 
2. Populus-Borah-Midpoint-Hemingway 500 kV 445 
3. Midpoint-Cedar Hills 500 kV 446 
4. Anticline-Populus 500 kV 447 

Of the Gateway West projects, only the Populus-Cedar Hill-Hemingway and Anticline-Populus 500 kV 448 
lines were selected into the 2018-2019 Northern Tier Transmission Group Plan. 449 

  450 
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Interregional and Non-Incumbent Regional Projects 451 

 452 

Figure 7: Regional Non-Incumbent and Interregional Projects 453 

All interregional projects considered in this planning cycle have been submitted by Non-Incumbent 454 
Transmission Developers. 455 

Cross-Tie Transmission Project  456 

Interregional Evaluation Plan: https://www.northerngrid.net/resources/cross-tie-itp-evaluation-plan-2020-21 457 

TransCanyon LLC is proposing the Cross-Tie Project, a 1,500 MW, 500 kV single circuit transmission 458 
project that will be constructed between central Utah and east-central Nevada. The project connects 459 
PacifiCorp’s planned 500 kV Clover substation (in the NorthernGrid planning region) with NV Energy’s 460 
existing 500 kV Robinson Summit substation (in the WestConnect planning region).  461 

Cross-Tie has proposed 9,891 MW of total cumulative resource additions (3,567 MW Solar, 3,914 MW 462 
Wind, and 3,410 MW Natural Gas) as a result of the proposed transmission line. These resources are 463 
located in the states of Wyoming and Utah. Please see the appendix for a data table of proposed 464 
generation associated with the Cross-Tie project.  465 

Southwest Intertie Project North (SWIP)  466 

Interregional Evaluation Plan: https://www.northerngrid.net/resources/swip-north-itp-evaluation-plan 467 

https://www.northerngrid.net/resources/cross-tie-itp-evaluation-plan-2020-21
https://www.northerngrid.net/resources/swip-north-itp-evaluation-plan
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Great Basin Transmission, LLC (“GBT”), an affiliate of LS Power, submitted the 275-mile northern portion 468 
of the Southwest Intertie Project (SWIP) to the California ISO and NorthernGrid. SWIP-North was also 469 
submitted into WestConnect’s planning process by the Western Energy Connection (WEC), LLC, a 470 
subsidiary of LS Power. The SWIP-North Project connects the Midpoint 500 kV substation (in 471 
NorthernGrid) to the Robinson Summit 500 kV substation (in WestConnect) with a 500 kV single circuit 472 
AC transmission line. The SWIP is expected to have a bi-directional WECC-approved path rating of 473 
approximately 2000 MW.  474 

SWIP North has proposed 1,850 MW of new wind generation resources located in Idaho as a result of 475 
the transmission line. Please see the appendix for a data table of proposed generation associated with 476 
the SWIP North project.  477 

TransWest Express  478 

Interregional Evaluation Plan: https://www.northerngrid.net/resources/transwest-express-itp-evaluation-plan 479 

TransWest Express is a 500 kV DC and 500 kV AC transmission project proposed by TransWest. The 480 
TransWest Express (TWE) Transmission Project consists of three discrete interconnected transmission 481 
segments that, when considered together, will interconnect transmission infrastructure in Wyoming, 482 
Utah, and southern Nevada. TransWest has submitted each of the following TWE Project segments as 483 
separate ITP submittals:  484 

 A 405-mile, bi-directional 3,000 MW, ±500 kV, high voltage direct current (HVDC) transmission system 485 
with terminals in south-central Wyoming and central Utah (the WY-IPP DC Project).  486 

A 278-mile 1,500 MW 500 kV alternating current (AC) transmission line with terminals in central Utah 487 
and southeastern Nevada (the IPP-Crystal 500 kV AC Project.  488 

A 50-mile, 1,680 MW 500 kV AC transmission line with terminals in southeastern Nevada, and 489 
southwestern Nevada (the Crystal-Eldorado 500 kV AC Project).  490 

Transwest Express has proposed 3,310 MW of wind generation as a result of the transmission line. 491 
Please see the appendix for a data table of proposed generation associated with the transmission 492 
project. 493 

Cascade Renewable Transmission System  494 

PowerBridge is proposing to construct the Cascade Renewable Transmission System Project. This Project 495 
is an 80-mile, 1,100 MW transfer capacity +/- 440 kV HVDC underground cable (95 percent installed 496 
underwater) interconnecting with the grid through two +/- 1100 MW AC/DC converter stations 497 
interconnecting with the AC grid at Big Eddy and Harborton substation. There is no proposed generation 498 
resource associated with the transmission line.  499 

Loco Falls Greenline  500 

Absaroka is proposing a merchant transmission project connecting Great Falls 230 kV substation to the 501 
Colstrip 500 kV Transmission System. The project consists of two 230 kV transmission circuits and a new 502 
Loco Mountain Substation with 230 to 500 kV transformation. There are no proposed generation 503 
resources associated with the transmission line. 504 

https://www.northerngrid.net/resources/transwest-express-itp-evaluation-plan
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Analysis Results 505 

Once the base cases were created to reflect the topology and loading conditions of interest, they were 506 
run through contingency analysis.  When running contingency analyses, both the type of the 507 
contingency and the impact of the contingency are vital to ascertaining the reliability of the transmission 508 
system.  The type and the impact of the contingency are considered in conjunction with the voltage class 509 
of the equipment.  In general, losses of higher voltage equipment have more of an impact on the 510 
transmission system than do the losses of lower voltage equipment.   From a NorthernGrid perspective, 511 
the contingencies that result in the loss of large amounts of load or the inability to honor transmission 512 
arrangements are those that are regionally significant and warrant further scrutiny.   513 

Initially, the results were compiled and the total number of violations from each contingency summed 514 
together, regardless of the voltage level of the piece of equipment lost, the voltage of the piece of 515 
equipment impacted, or the extremity of the event.   Appendix C:  Rankings shows a figure of the 516 
unranked results of the contingency analysis. 517 

To help identify regionally significant contingencies, each contingency result was multiplied by ranking 518 
factors:  voltage class, type of the contingency, and impact of the contingency, to produce an overall 519 
ranking for that contingency.  The larger the resulting ranking, the more regionally significant the 520 
contingency.  Voltage class refers to the kV rating of the equipment:  the larger the rating, the larger the 521 
ranking factor.  Type of the contingency refers to the NERC TPL-001-4 criteria which is the guiding 522 
document used to classify all contingencies analyzed.  The contingencies in NERC TPL-001-4 contain 523 
scenarios that range from outages of single pieces of equipment to severe outages that impact multiple 524 
pieces of equipment.  It is quite common for a transmission system to have a single piece of equipment 525 
out of service, either planned or unplanned, and it is less common for a transmission system to 526 
experience events that result in the loss of multiple pieces of equipment.  Because of this, single outage 527 
contingencies were given a larger ranking factor than multi-outage contingencies.  The impact of a 528 
contingency refers to what happens to the transmission system when a contingency occurs. 529 
Contingencies that caused minor violations were given a smaller ranking factor than those that led to 530 
major violations.  From a NorthernGrid perspective, a minor violation is one that can be readily 531 
mitigated operationally with no anticipated damage to equipment.  A major violation may cause 532 
cascading outages or equipment damage.  Each contingency from each base case was ranked per the 533 
ranking factors; all contingency results displayed in this report are ranked contingency results.  Ranked 534 
contingency results have no known unit.  An example calculation of ranking a contingency as well as a 535 
comparison of the ranked versus the un-ranked results is provided in Appendix C:  Rankings.     536 

 537 

 538 

 539 

 540 

 541 
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Base Cases 542 

 543 

Figure 8:  Ranked contingency results for the eight BLMP base cases 544 

Figure 8 displays the ranked contingency violations for the eight base cases developed to represent the 545 
different stress conditions of interest.   All eight base cases are derived from the BLMP and their only 546 
differences stem from the varying load and resource combinations that resulted from the production 547 
cost model analysis.  Thermal overloads identify the portions of the system that may need infrastructure 548 
improvement to support the movement of power whereas voltage changes identify the portions of the 549 
transmission system that may need reactive equipment (capacitors or reactors) to support the overall 550 
voltage.  By emphasizing the change in volts, either high or low, the analysis effort is well situated to 551 
identify those contingencies that led to changes in the transmission system and to put less emphasis on 552 
voltage excursions that may be present in the BLMP due to the initial conditions of the case selected 553 
through the PCM process. 554 

A few observations about the results from the BLMP analysis: 555 

1. There are fewer thermal overloads in the winter case than the rest of the loading conditions.  556 
Many entities allow for extra loading on transmission elements in the winter due to the cooling 557 
effect of the lower temperatures associated with winter conditions.  The cooling effect of the 558 
temperature allows for an increase of power flow through equipment without causing damage. 559 

2. Northbound flows on the COI resulted in the fewest violations of the 8 cases. 560 
3. The Summer Peak operating condition resulted in many thermal overloads. 561 

The projects in the BLMP have been identified to resolve the reliability concerns and meet the 562 
transmission obligations of the entities on an individual level and do not necessarily resolve all the 563 
potential operating conditions or stressed conditions that may occur in the larger NorthernGrid 564 
footprint. 565 
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Regional Combinations 566 

After the initial analysis was performed on the BLMP, the contingency analysis was then extended to 567 
looking into different subsets of the BLMP. The Technical Subcommittee of the Member Planning 568 
Committee convened to determine the subsets, or regional combinations, of the BLMP to analyze.   569 

 570 

Figure 9:  Ranked contingency results, all regional combinations with all cases 571 

Figure 9 above displays the ranked contingency results for the regional combinations of projects. The 572 
BLMP case represents the case that has all the regional projects modeled as “in-service”.  The rest of the 573 
combinations are composed of subsets of the entire set of possible regional projects.  The Boardman to 574 
Hemingway , Gateway West and Gateway South projects upgrade the transmission system by adding 575 
transmission facilities to enhance the system between Oregon, Idaho, Wyoming, and Utah, with a 576 
parallel path across Idaho between Hemingway and Populus.  The subsets are intended to help 577 
determine if all of the Gateway projects (Segment E) are needed or if a subset will suffice to meet the 578 
needs of the NorthernGrid footprint.  Appendix E displays all the combinations considered. 579 

  A few notable observations on the ranked contingency results: 580 

1. The BLMP case has fewer violations than most of the other regional combinations.  This result is 581 
expected as the BLMP case has the largest number of transmission upgrades compared to the 582 
regional combinations.   583 

2. Regional combination {01} has only the Boardman to Hemingway upgrade, and in general, no 584 
upgrades between Hemingway and Populus. 585 

3. Regional combinations {03, 04, 05} form a group and result in the fewest ranked violations.  586 
These three regional combinations all have the Boardman to Hemingway, Gateway South, and 587 
the Anticline to Populus branch of the Gateway West projects.   588 

4. The only difference between regional combinations {03} and {04} is the presence of Midpoint to 589 
Cedar Hill.    590 
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5. Regional combinations {06, 07, 08} are a subset of regional combinations {03, 04, 05} in that 591 
they do not have the Gateway South project and they yield a larger number of violations. 592 

6. Regional combination {09} has only the Gateway South and no other regional project. 593 
7. Regional combinations {10, 11, 12} are a subset of regional combinations {03, 04, 05} in that they 594 

do not have the Boardman to Hemingway project and they yield a larger number of violations. 595 
8. Regional combinations {13, 14, 15} do not have the Boardman to Hemingway project, but they 596 

do have subsets of the Gateway projects.    597 
9. Regional combination {40} has no upgrades beyond the Antelope project and resulted in the 598 

most ranked violations.  This regional combination tests the current NorthernGrid transmission 599 
system against a ten-year future and the results suggest that upgrades of some form are needed 600 
to support the needs of the NorthernGrid region. 601 

10. Regional combinations {43, 44, 45, 46} systematically tested individual sections of the Gateway 602 
projects.  603 

In summary, regional combinations {03, 04, 05} resulted in the fewest violations and warrant further 604 
scrutiny. 605 
 606 

Figure 10 shows the details of the contingency analysis for regional combinations {03, 04, 05}.   607 

 608 

Figure 10:  Ranked contingency results for regional combinations {03, 04, 05}  609 



 

 610 

Figure 11:  Regional combinations {03, 04, 05} 611 

In all regional combinations of interest, the upgrade from Bridger/Anticline to Aeolus will not be 612 
specifically mentioned as construction is already complete. 613 

As can be seen in Figure 11, there are multiple subsets of the BLMP that perform similiarly to the BLMP, 614 
and further considerations are warranted.  The following section provides more discussion and 615 
introduces some of the merits and demerits of each of these five regional combinations.   616 

Regional combination {03} is a new line that connects Hemingway to Populus via Cedar Hill.  Regional 617 
combination {03} increases the west-bound capacity from Populus to Hemingway because it adds a new, 618 
independent path for power to flow.  Regional combination {03} also mitigates the limiting contingency; 619 
currently, the limiting contingency for power transfers between Populus and Hemingway is a loss on the 620 
Hemingway-Midpoint-Borah-Populus line. 621 

Regional combination {04} takes regional combination {03} and adds in the Midpoint to Cedar Hill 622 
segment.  The Midpoint to Cedar Hill segment does not appear to fundamentally improve the reliability 623 
results over regional combniation {03} as can be seen in the results in Figure 11; therefore, regional 624 
combination {04} will be removed from further scrutiny. 625 

Regional combination {05} rebuilds existing facilities and does not create a new path for power to flow.  626 
the loss of any of the line segments:  Hemingway to Midpoint, Midpoint to Borah, Borah to Populus, 627 
could lead to the reduction of west-bound schedules; regional combination {05} does not ameliorate 628 
this situation.  Regional combination {05}, however, re-builds existing faciliites and the monetary 629 
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efficiency gained by re-building facilities instead of building “greenfield” facilities should not be 630 
dismissed and regional combination {05} will be further scrutinized. 631 

 632 

Figure 12:  Regional Projects {03} and {05} 633 

Figure 12 depicts major segments of the regional projects and does not constitute their entirety.  Red 634 
segments belong to regional combination {03}, blue segments belong to regional combination {05}, and 635 
purple segments belong to both.  As can be seen in Figure 16, not all the portions of the Gateway West 636 
(Segment E) project are needed to support the reliability of the NorthernGrid footprint in the 10-year 637 
planning horizon.  Only a single upgraded path is required between Populus and Hemingway; either 638 
south through Cedar Hill or north through Borah.   639 

The Populus-Cedar Hill-Hemingway route increases the capacity on the transmission system between 640 
Populus and Hemingway.  The segments associated with the Populus-Cedar Hill-Hemingway line are new 641 
whereas for the Populus-Borah-Midpoint-Hemingway line, only the Populus-Borah and Midpoint-642 
Hemingway segments are new. The Borah-Midpoint segment is an upgrade to an existing facility.  The 643 
main contingency for the Populus-Borah-Midpoint-Hemingway segment is the loss of the line that is 644 
getting upgraded, which results in a lesser system capacity upgrade.  The Populus-Cedar Hill-Hemingway 645 
facilities provide an alternate route for power to flow, which increases the capacity of the system.  646 
Conservative estimates suggest that upwards of 850 MW of transmission capacity can be gained through 647 
the addition of the Populus-Cedar Hill-Hemingway facilities over the Populus-Borah-Midpoint-648 
Hemingway upgrades.  649 

Interregional and Non-Incumbent Regional Projects 650 

Interregional projects connect two planning regions and non-incumbent regional projects are projects 651 
that fall within a planning region.  Interregional projects are sponsored by Interregional Transmission 652 
Project Proponents and are typically designed to take generation from one region and transmit it to a 653 
load pocket in another region.  Non-incumbent regional projects are projects that have been sponsored 654 
by either a transmission developer that does not have a retail distribution service or a utility that is 655 
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proposing a project outside their retail distribution service.  For this cycle, both non-incumbent regional 656 
projects have been submitted by Merchant Transmission Developers.  657 

Three interregional and two non-incumbent regional projects were evaluated to determine if their 658 
inclusion in the plan would create a more cost-effective or efficient NorthernGrid transmission system.   659 

The first stage of the analysis was designed to ascertain if the interregional or non-incumbent regional 660 
project would meet the needs of the NorthernGrid region alone, without the presence of the other 661 
planned projects.  The second stage of the interregional and non-incumbent regional analysis was to 662 
determine if there was any benefit in adding the interregional or non-incumbent regional project to 663 
subsets of the BLMP.  The third phase of the interregional and non-incumbent regional analysis allowed 664 
for increased flows on the interregional or non-incumbent projects and the opportunity to determine if 665 
the interregional or non-incumbent project with megawatts flowing on them was better for the 666 
NorthernGrid footprint than just the projects alone. 667 

Figure 13 below shows the ranked contingency results for the first stage of the interregional and non-668 
incumbent regional analysis.  Each interregional or non-incumbent regional project was first modeled 669 
alone with no regional upgrades. 670 

 671 

Figure 13:  Each interregional or non-incumbent regional project with no regional upgrades 672 

Each interregional or non-incumbent regional project alone results in significantly more ranked 673 
contingency violations than the BLMP. 674 

The second stage of the analysis explored the interaction of the interregional and non-incumbent 675 
projects with various regional projects. 676 

 677 

 678 
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 679 

Figure 14:  Second stage of interregional and non-incumbent regional analysis; the colors are only to help visualize the groupings 680 

Any project that ends with an “_03” or “_05” is that interregional or non-incumbent regional project in 681 
conjunction with the leading regional combination {03} or {05}.   682 

The last stage of the interregional analysis examined how changes to the AC portion of the interregional 683 
and non-incumbent regional projects impacted how those projects interplayed with the NorthernGrid 684 
footprint.  The generation associated with these interregional and non-incumbent projects was not 685 
identified in the Loads and Resources data submitted by the Members and so consequently, was not 686 
included in the production cost modeling run used to create the base cases of interest.  Changes to the 687 
generation dispatch of the NorthernGrid footprint subsequently changed the inherent loading 688 
conditions in the base cases and so the generation portion of this interregional and non-incumbent 689 
regional analysis is more informational than instructional to the Plan.   690 
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 691 

Figure 15:  Interregional and Non-Incumbent with generation changes 692 

SWIP North by itself and with generation changes yielded a ranked contingency result near 25,000 and is 693 
not depicted in Figure 14 due to scaling issues. 694 

Consistent with previously seen results, when interregional and non-incumbent projects are coupled 695 
with the leading regional combinations, the combined set has performance comparable to the leading 696 
regional combinations without the interregional or non-incumbent project. Therefore, the interregional 697 
and non-incumbent projects are unnecessary to meet NorthernGrid’s needs, and will not be included in 698 
the NorthernGrid Plan. 699 

 700 

Interregional Coordination Process 701 

NorthernGrid met with WestConnect and CAISO to coordinate base cases, assumptions, and 702 
methodologies at the Annual Interregional Information Exchange.  None of the interregional projects 703 
were selected into regional plans for the neighboring regions. 704 

Cost Allocation 705 

The interregional projects submitted for consideration in the NorthernGrid footprint were not selected 706 
into the Plans of the other regions.  For this cycle, there are no projects that meet the criteria for cost 707 
allocation.  The Study scope in Appendix B:  Study Scope provides the complete list of developers who 708 
pre-qualified through the Northern Tier Transmission Group 2018-2019 planning process. 709 

  710 
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Regional Transmission Plan 711 

712 
Figure 16:  The Regional Transmission Plan for the 2020-2021 NorthernGrid cycle 713 

Regional combination {03} forms the basis of the Regional Transmission Plan.  This selection of projects 714 
supports the NorthernGrid system for a 10-year future and is more efficient to build than the entire set 715 
of projects that comprise the BLMP.   716 

Conclusion 717 

The NorthernGrid planning effort for the 2020-2021 cycle culminated in the identification of a regional 718 
plan that is more efficient than a plan composed of a simple concatenation of all the Members’ 719 
proposed projects.  The transmission needs of the NorthernGrid transmission system: loads, resources, 720 
regional, and interregional projects including expected transmission arrangements, were provided by 721 
the members which collectively formed the basis for the Study Scope.  For the 2020-2021 planning cycle, 722 
the base cases stemmed from the Anchor Data Set produced and maintained by WECC.  The Anchor 723 
Data Set is relatively new and subject for improvement; NorthernGrid provided a list of specific 724 
improvement opportunities for WECC to consider.  There were no economic studies requested in the 725 
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2020-2021 cycle and the projects submitted for cost allocation consideration were not selected into the 726 
Regional Transmission Plan.   NorthernGrid analyzed well over 600 different base cases where each base 727 
case represented a selected hour combined with a selected set of transmission projects.  Altogether, the 728 
set of transmission projects that resulted in a more efficient transmission system is that identified as 729 
regional combination {03}. 730 

  731 
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Appendix A: Definitions and Terms 732 

Attachment K from NorthWestern Energy is provided here for reference to the process or definitions 733 
and can be accessed by double-clicking on the icon. 734 

Adobe Acrobat 
Document  735 

 736 

Appendix B:   Study Scope 737 

The entire study scope for the 2020-2021 cycle can be accessed by double-clicking the icon below. 738 

Adobe Acrobat 
Document  739 

  740 
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Appendix C:   Rankings 741 

Table 2:  Voltage Class for Ranking 742 

 743 

 744 

Table 3:  NERC TPL Category for Ranking 745 

Category Rank Description 
P0 1 All lines in service 

P1 0.5 
Single element loss results in single element 
outage 

P2 0.1 
Single element loss results in multiple element 
outage 

P3 0.075 
Loss of generator followed by system 
adjustments 

P4 0.1 
Stuck breaker results in multiple element 
outage  

P5 0.1 
Delayed fault clearing results in multiple 
element outage 

P6 0.075 
Loss of single element followed by system 
adjustments 

P7 0.1 
Multiple element loss results in multiple 
element outage 

 746 

Table 4:  Violations for Ranking 747 

 748 

 749 

From To Rank
0 kV 50 kV 0.1

50 kV 100 kV 0.1
100 kV 200 kV 0.3
200 kV 300 kV 0.5
300 kV 400 kV 0.8
400 kV 1000 kV 1

LV_Type Rank
Interface MW 0.5     
Interface MW 1        
Branch Amp 0.5    
Branch Amp 1        
Branch MVA 0.5  
Branch MVA 1  
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Example: The ranking factor for a Heavy Overload on a 230 kV piece of equipment resulting from 750 
a P1 event is: 751 

 752 

(1) ∗ (0.5) ∗ (0.5) = 0.25 753 

The rankings didn’t fundamentally change the results, rather, they help emphasize them.   Figure 20 754 
below shows the raw contingency violations for the BLMP.  Consistent with the results from Figure 21, 755 
the Summer Peak, ID-NW, and High Hydro stressed conditions prevail with ID-NW leading in number of 756 
thermal excursions.  As mentioned in the body of the report, the ranking process gives a larger rank to 757 
thermal excursions than voltage violations, and that can be seen in the comparison below.  The 758 
contingencies from the Winter Peak and WY Wind conditions resulted in primarily voltage violations, 759 
which is why the bars for Winter Peak and WY Wind are significantly shorter in the ranked results.760 

 761 

Figure 17:  Un-Ranked contingency results for the BLMP 762 
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 763 

Figure 18:  Ranked contingency results for the BLMP 764 

 765 

 766 
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Appendix D: Complete list of all RC combos 768 

Table 5:  Working version of the Regional Combinations Table 769 

 770 
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Appendix E:   Visual Aides for the Regional Combinations 771 

Each combination is visually depicted in the document which can be accessed by double-clicking the icon 772 
below. 773 

Adobe Acrobat 
Document  774 

Appendix F:  NorthernGrid Contingencies 775 

The entire list of contingencies analyzed can be accessed by double-clicking the icon below. 776 

Adobe Acrobat 
Document

 777 

Appendix G:  Base Case Summary 778 

Base 
Case 
Name 

Base Case 
Description 

Generation 
(MW) 

Load 
(MW) 

West of 
Cascades-
North, 
Path 4 
(MW) 

West of 
Cascades-
South, 
Path 5 
(MW) 

Idaho-to-
Northwest, 
Path 14 
(MW) 

Borah 
West, 
Path 
17 
(MW) 

Pacific 
DC 
Intertie 
(PDCI), 
Path 
65 
(MW) 

California-
Oregon 
Intertie 
(COI), 
Path 66 
(MW) 

BC1  Summer Peak 45781 42111 3600 4141 -327 -43 147 3640 

BC2  Winter Peak 45981 43603 5949 4512 1145 1771 1 1779 

BC3  WY Wind 34174 30261 3973 3236 1470 2244 1 1794 

BC4  ID-NW 45175 38256 3664 3691 -2431 -788 1309 4709 

BC5  Borah West 27760 21634 2434 2490 2245 2616 627 3458 

BC6  COI S-N 26046 28812 6251 4294 324 794 -2689 -3257 

BC7  WOCN/WOCS 36812 34705 7693 5260 -1726 -1600 2800 484 

BC8  High Hydro 45447 34855 6096 4011 -1334 -375 2151 4682 

Appendix H: Complete list of all ADS opportunities supplied to WECC 779 

Document is accessible by double-clicking the image below. 780 

Adobe Acrobat 
Document

 781 
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